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POSTSECONDARY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION FOR MENTALLY
RETARDED ADULTS

I. INTRODUCTION

Historical Perspective

The attitudes and prejudices which shape the lives of handicapped individuals in
the United States are deeply rooted in religions and moral ethics of the P sle
ages. Almost without exception, no other segment of America's peop1e4. so
affected by history as those with physical and mental limitations, From the
19th century to the present, individuals -with disabilities have been shunted itito
segregated facilities, provided with separate and inadequate educational
opportunities, deprived of the opportunity to earn reasonable wages, and
considered an embarrassment -to a. society which placesria premium on physical
beauty.

The churches of the midde ages, the poor laws of Elizabethan England,
the Puritan principles of the value of work and evils of idleness, and the work
houses and alms houses of the 19th century all provide the foundations for
attitudes which shape today's programs. To- further complicate matters,
generations of researchers, studying retarded individuals in intellectually and
culturally sterile institutions, reached conclusions about retarded persons which
led to reduced expectations which appear inappropriate for individuals reared in
other environments.

The disabled adult of the mid-19th century, lacking 'employable skills and
unaccepted by the community, found employment only in sheltered settings.
The .earliest recorded workshops for the handiedived in the United States were
extensions of educational programs for children. Schools for the blind, faced
with the ,problems of high unemployment among their graduates, opened

libb "industrial" departments to provide employment opportunities. In general,
these early efforts by schools to operate 'sheltered workshops were unsuccess-
fu-1, most closing within a decade.

At about the same time, the mid-1840's, another avenue for sheltered
employment was 'opening for the handicapped. In 1845 the St. Vincent de/Paul
Society opened i,ts first "service unit" in St. Louis, Missouri. The purpose was to
aid the ,needy. ahd the handieapped through the collection, renovation, and
distribution of old clothing and household furnishings. Employment of the
handicapped 'in these earlS7 workshops was more a by-product than a primary
purpose. As with' the workhouses, therev-was a general sense that welfare should
be earned and idle hands kept lousy.

Thirty years later, in Philadelphia, the first independent workshop with a
sole purpose of providing employment for the 'handicapped was established.
This was the Pennsylvania Working Home for Blind Men, an outgrowth of one of
the earlier "industrial departmentV of a school for the blind. The first state

.supported sheltered workshop, the California Industrial Home for the Adult
Blind, was estatlished in 1885 irt Oakland, .California.

-During the same period, the latter half of the 19th centuryrnon-religious,
charitable organizations and. societies became involved with programs, to
employ the handicappell. ip,1877 a sewing work room was established in Boston,
primarily tp occupy tht- Time of poor -women. Wages were paid from charitable

1
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contributions and the products were given away. Later, as financial difficulties
emerged, products were sold to generate wages. This shop later becam a
workshop for the handicapped.

By the turn of the century, the Salvation Army, the Volunteers of
America, and the Goodwill Industries had all begun operations, mostly fir the
benefit of the poor but offering some employment to the handicapped.

Vocational opportunities for mentally retarded adillts lagged a full
century behind the early programs for the blind. Although many of these
individuals may h#e been involved in the generalized welfare shopg, most of
the more severely retarded were removed from the communities and placed in
institutions. Unlike children who were deaf, blind, or otherwise physically
disabled who returned to kheir communities as adults, mentally retarded
children grew into adulthood m out-of-sight, out-of-mind institutional settings.
The first community workshop of record specifically for jrntally retarded
adults was established in San Francisco in 1951. Aided by ral fuhds, shops
for mentally retarded adults grew rapidly. By 1968 the Department of Labor
had certified 468 workshops. By 1972 the number almost doubled.

Sheltered workshops became a way of life for the handicapped in V.,e
latter half of the r9th century and stayed with us as the expegited terminal
employment for another century. Born of welfare, bred through charity, these
shops "protected" the handicap;ped from the stresses of an industrial society.

During this same`period, a bureaucracy of care was being developed kvhich
today perrneatsts_ the social system. Service agencies at local, state, and
federal levels have developed over the years to care for the disabled, resulting
in the isolation of the handicapped from their less disabled peers. These caring
bureaucracies justify their existenCe because of the needs of. disabled persons. -
The needs of the disabled and the needs of the caring bureaucracies form a
symbiotic relationship,' the disabled depend upon the bureaucracies and the
bureaueracies depend upon the disabled. This has resulted in a restriction of
services to the disabled by limiting services to tOose which could be providgd by
the specific caring bureaucracy. Generic systems which might have partici-
pated in the eare and treatment of disabled persons were discouraged from
doing so by funding mechanisms which restricted funds to specific types of

-,facilities. Legislation, written to provide benefitS to disabled persons, also
"'mandated that specific types of agencies be eitablished within each state to
assure appropriate control of the funds and the programs. Along with the
required state agencies, advisory committees were- mandated which were
important to those individuals in the service system.

Thus, the attitudes and prejudices which de'veloped from the middle ages
and which reflected a protecting and caring society, still _operate to protect
disabled persons and the systems which serve them.

411.

41 "

Vocational Education and Rehabilitation

Corrern with the employment of hAndicapped adults, involves two quite
sgpArite concepts: vocational education and vocational rehabilitation. The
pt.oject discussed in this repot./ represents "vocational education,", not voca-
tional rehabilitatioh. The differencetetven thee tWo is worthy of considera:-
tion. ,

Although there may often be overlapping functions, the field of vocational
sehabilitation is primarily involved in matching the skills of handicapped
'Persons tO the requirements of various O6s. 'Therefore, considerable attention
is paid to vocational evaluation to det ne the skills, strengths and weakness-
es of the "client. In sophisticated sys Computerized job banks may be used

2
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where the characteriitics of the client can be better matched against a large
number of possible positions. When a match is made, the client is placed on the
job and monitored .for approximately two Aths to make sure the match is
appropriate. In some situations, a determination is made that the client
requires additional training in order to .reaeh a vocational goal. When ,this
occurs; arrangements are made to enable the elipnt to attend an established
t7aining program. Such training.' may b.e paid fbr by funds made available
through the vocational rehabilitation system but is neither operated nor
managed by vocational rehabilitation specialists.

Vocational education, on the other hand, is not as interested in deter-
mining what a student or trainee can do at the point of referral but what might
be accomplished through effective training. Instead of trying to match the
capabilities of the student to a wide variety of jobs, the vocational educator is
more likely ti? identify a specific job in which the student has expressed an

\ interest and train for competency in that job. More often than not, the
vocational educator is actively involved in the training process. When a student
completes a training program, the vocational educator generally provides on-
the-job training and follow-up to assure that the student can cope with the
demands of the job in the real setting.

The two programs clearly provide different but equally valuable services .
to handicapped people. There are many handicapped people who have appropri-
ate skills for employment but who need assistance in finding the right job. The
services offered by the vocational rehabilitation field are both necessary and
adequate for such individuals. There are other handicapped adults who lack the
skills required for employment. For these individuals, the services of voca-
tional essential.

Mental etarded adults, particularly those in the moderate and sev-eVe
ranges, typically have been the concern of the vocational rehabilitation field:
Since these individuals generally lacked employable skills, job matching was
often unsuccessful and the clients were -referred to sheltered workshops.
Unfortunately, vocational educators have not been active in the development of
programs for-this group. Hopefully, the results of this study will encourage
professionals in the field of vocational education to begin applying their many
skills to the vocational proble.ms of mentally retarded adults.

Project Purpose

Tge overall objective of this project was to test the hypothesis that currently
available. Oucational technology could be applied to moderately and severely
retarded adults to enable them to develop job skills necessary to. permit
competitive employment. As with many long term, multiple year research and
development efforts, the specific objectives of this project evolved from one'
year to the next as original objectives were achieved and others emerged. The
chronology of objectives follows a familiar pattern in research and development
activities with initial objectives relating to the developmtn.t of new knowledge
and terminal objectives leading to acceptance of new practices by relevant
state and local agencies.

The operational objectives, as they evolved throughout this project, can
be described as follows: -
I. Research te; determine whether .or not training technologies and placement

procedures currently aVailable or modified by the project would lead to
". long term employment of moderately retarded persons in the competitive

sector.
2. Con,tinued training and placement to accumulate sufficient data to convince

the project staff of the validity and reliability of the preees:

ftat,
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3.. lnvolvemen s ate, coginty, and local governniental decision makers in an
evaluatio (of e projAct. A

44, 4. pevel nke of. a repl' ation of ttr project. in a community setting and
in4 veAlef4t of the s ate, county ahd local governmental decision makers

, in ay luation of the replication.
5. Eslihmt of new terminal objectives based upon the success of the

. These called for the acceptance bi postsecondary vocational
ai an ad,propriate alternative for mentally retarded adults by
bs onsible tcir th 0'. managernent of such facilities.

8. Es' 'blishnnént of vocational training models for the mentally retarded in
jrzn&ity college and vocational/tectinical institute environments.

7. Id tification of optrationa1 patterns,lrules and regulations goveihing state
funding which muSt, be changed to facilitate widespread adoption of post-,
secondary vocational programs for Mentally retarded persons.

8. Development of technical assistance resources. to assist other community
V.: Colleges and voca0onal/technical iaaditutes to develop similar programs.
"'The final step in thiS sequence is an evaluation of the.program to determine/ the 1.cOnomic and practi6al feasibility of continuing such programs and to

revieW additional barriers which might impede further development..
At the present wrifing, this projectAllas gone through all of the steps up to

' 4kut not including the development of. model programs in community colleges
vocational/technical institutes. The purpre of this rep.ort is. to describe .

,e procedures and results at the end of four years of support under the Special
".6*ct authority of the Developmental Disabilities Act.

The research/development/dissemination/implementation model described
ve is quite effective for inducing change into society. Unfortunately, it is a

ong term process which requires consistency of leadership and financial support
:i6ver a five to eight year .period. Many federal agencies are hesitant to provide

eut- support for such a continuing period of time. There is a tendency on the part of
. Many federal funding agencies to support research and development on a short

term basis which may result in the gnswering of research questions but fail to
facilitate the acceptance of such results into general practice. The Rehabilita-
tion Services Administration which supported this project initially under the
Spec ojects authority of the Developmental Disabilities Act and sub-
sequ under the i)rojects with Industry authority of the Rehabilitation
Services Act, deserves the high*t praise for allowing the project' to continue

1 long enough to approach tt terminal objecikes.
In summary, the specific objectivbf this project changed as results

were achieved and experience gainedr It would have been impossible at the
outset, to have predicted the terminal objectives which finally emerged. The
initial objective was to test the hypothesis that specific training procedures,
specific placement procedures, and a specific orientation toward mentally
retarded individuals would lead tallrnployme4- in competitive industry for such
persons..-, A second objective tested during this grant period was that the
procedurei could be'repticated in a different site and operated by non-,

university personnel:
As with most research and development efforts, the objectives yetflo be

tested are more exciting than those of the past. The final objectives a this
projedt will be met whdn mentally retarded persons have the same opportunities
as everybody else for vocational training which will lead .to productive;A
comrtitive employment.

)
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If one picks Up-a typical" textbooI bn edsoation and training of the mentally
retarded) sevrral significant factors bed-Ome apparent. First; the emphasis -iS

gik i usually 'on elementary' and s.vondery edueatipn with little or n9 orientiation
toward vocatiOilal traihing or T.nployment., 'Second, and-perhaps more import-
ant,. is the genir'al acceptance af a'poiht of view° that postsecondary, educational
institutions-hav Ottlè if anything to offerto this population.

A, recent liaok: (ApplebY, 1978) reports, on the results .C)f a, study to
. "investigate -Eindassess the vocational training and -employment 'possibilities .of..

. persons' with severe .perrnaneht handicps". (preface). This.report Contains
,. descriptions ,of 15,2 traiaing programs. loeated ih (a): secondary' 'educational

institutions Or programs; (b)Dostseeondiry edudational institutions or programs,
(c) re1abi1itation5acilities; (d) day diarb centers, (e) residential facilitieS, and (1)

, other settings..
Thirt y.. bf the vocational traffiing, programs (20%) took. Place in secondary

education programs, Presumably, since the. stUdy reviewed progrims whichI

started with-Children as young as .14 years- of age, these were secondary school
pupils. .Qnly 10 of the prograrris (7%) were found in 'postsecondary educational
institutions. Thus, 112 of .the 122 postsecondary programs-(92%) reported in this
survey were *operated by agencies and organizations which Were pot a park Of
the normal vocational education system to which non-disabled persons turn for
such training. . ta, .

. .

Furthermore, an 'examination of the ten programs located in post-
secondary educational institutions showed that five of them were accredited by
state rehabilitation agencies as rehabilitation facilities, not as voeati6fial
training facilities. These five programs offered what appears to be -standard
rehabilitation services, including in one setting, the operation of a sheltered
Workshop. Only two of the ten programs operating in poStsecondary: educational
settings were actually accredited by the state Office of Vocational Education.
The program descriptions provided by . Appleby underscore the failure of
vocational educaiors to cohsider the needs of the mentally retarded. .

Another recent book with a focus on.iocational preparation Of mentally'
retarded adults (Brolin, 1976) devotes a chapter to "A postsecondary rehabilita-
Aion program' model" but says little about the role' of postsecohdary educational
models. Brolin indicates "although there ré some cornmuhity college, voca-
tional/technical schools and manpower prOg ams that offer vocational programs
for certain retarded individuals, the moit cbmmon type of agency available for
p os tsecondary career education preparati n is the rehabilitation 'facility or

orkshop" (p. 213).
A 197 book on educational programfriing for the severely and profoundly..

handicapped (Sontag, 1977) contains a eh pter on secondary.and adult popula-
..,, tions but makes nO. reference- to postseco dary educational institutions. Again,

the foeUs is upon the role of sheltered wo kshops which serve mentally retarded
;:atitilts. . :. . .

.

... , ..... postsebondary Oppaortimittes for n n-retarded handicapped students have
been available for man& years. Many ph ically_disabled persotis have been able

..,,.; :to gd to college.%through suppcirt fron the 'Vocational Rehabilitation Act.
. ,

SPe.e,ialfzid± ,programs for deaf 'students have been available in ccimmunity
' ,ss .., oolOges'ancktechniell schabls rot. a dedade. 6allauitet College and Atte Natibpal

, t . .
. .

-Teoliriieal Iniititute:4r, the Deat' are 'two s.peciatiti, prOgrams Orving deilf
l ,

t ' t : persons. Aieclusively. ,, 1 .

1 t

.' : .. : . , NUT 1. theiW 14-14,Z has had . a significant'. iMpad,A. 9h theeddeiition ol'
.. ,. P '

' 1 handicappectghildren- and. youth tfitObgh.' the VWfaintary "and`,secodary'.year:s.,
. ,.,

. I V

?

. '
. . ..\ .0 1 , ' 1 ,

% , ,.. '. . '
V ...

% 0

;

,

..s
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However, there is:nothing in such legislation which requires the postsecondary
educatiohal system to admIt handicapped *persons, or to develop specialty .' programs for such persons. There.are funds allocated for handicapped stadents

'in the Vpcational F;dUcation Act but these have not always been used to provide
.trainiog leading to employment. Section 504 of the' Rehabilitation Services Act
pror)ibits discrimination against.handicapped persons but does not require that
special services, be made available to make postsecondary training possible for
mentally retarded-persons.

One -of 'the mostimportant requirements of P.L. 94-142 is that children b4:
'edticaked in the "least restiictive environment." ,Thus, the elementaiy and
secondary schools must make an attemptoto- provide educational serviceS ,to
handidapped children in regular classes '4zth their more normal peerS. As
children leave the secondarOchools, howevOr, and .move into training for
employment, the imiprtance of this requirement is lost. The primary and
apparently preferred setting for postsecondary education for m'entally retarded
adults .is a segregated rehabilitation tfacility. Unfortunately, the history of

-rehabilitation faei4t1es as voCatioiral training institutions is hardly eneouraging.

Training in Rehabilitation PaCilities

Two recent studies have' provided valuable information on the role of
sheltered workshops and activity centers in the training of handicapped
individuals. These are The Role of the Sheltered Workshops in the Rehabilita-
tion.of &le Severely Handicapped, by the Greenleigh Associates (July 1975) and,
the-She1tered Wor,kshop Study, ty the Department of Labor (June 1977).

The Labor Department data indicate that 2,766 orkshop certificates
were held at the end\ of .the second quarter of 1975. The Greenleigh report
estimates that over 410,000 are served annually in workshops with an average
daily attendance of.apprOximately 140,000 although as many as, 174,000 are
listea as enrolled 'at any one time. The DOL study estimates 145,422 served
daily with more than.400,000 served annually. The figures from the two studies
are quite comparable.

Table 1.0 of the DOL study gives an unduplicated total average daily
attendance for sheltered workshops, activity centers'and\evaluation programs in
197? as follows (page A-1):

46.
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Type of Sho

11

Number-of Clients in Sheltered Workshops,
Activity Centers, and Evaluation Programs -

Client Orientation

./.

Total General Mental Ret. Other

Total 98,076 38,669 44,353 15,054

All Regular
Workshops 36,978 24,389 5,210 7,379

All Activity
Centers 46,273 5,687 34,517 6,069

Training and/or
Evaluation' 14,825 8,593 4626 1,606- ,

The "other" category in Table I inchides specialty sheltered workshops for
individuals who are alcoholic,, blind, mentally ill, and other unspecified pro-
grams. The figures in this table differ from the previously stated figures .which
place average daily attendance at about 140,000. The latter figure was based
upon more cureent data. These figures demonstrate that althoue: the mentally
retarded make up approximately fifty percent of the populatiob of Sheltered
workshops in general; the largest proportioh of these are in activity centers
rather than regultr workshops. It can be assumed that half of the Population of
gbneral sheltered workshops are also mentally retarded. This would sugge
that apprOkimately 23,000 mentally retarded -individuals were in shelte d

. workshops in 1972. If one extrapolate§ to the *more recent data, it eaf be
assumed that noless than 30,000 such individuals are in workshops, excl ve of
the numbers in activity centers. In all prbbability, a substantial number of
these can be trained for competitive employment.

Both of the recent reports address the issue of training' in sheltered
workshops. The DOL report indicates that "few sheltered workshops are
ccinsidered to be trade schools or vocational education facilities ..." (p. 105).
The report further .states that nearly "two thirds of.the certificated Tegular
program workshops indicated that training was. depenant on the type of goods
producedin the workshop" (p. 106).

X review of the staffing patterns 'in sheltered workshops further confirms
the lack of specific job training. The Greenleigh report states the following:

"Although workshops report having a. variety of service
progni.ms for clients, the depth and quality of .these programs is
called into question by the small ainount of professional staff funds

7
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,.. that is allocated to these programs in most 'workshops.. The average

workshop spent jibout $7,000 per wear on professiohal staff for' its
evaluati9Qprograni., and a sithilar aniount pn professional staff for
its .training program.s.This indicates that both services may often be..

) eonduted by non-professional Staff, i.e., the production superyisorS.
, This furthei-indicatet that evaluation, in fact, may be situational S
assessment condUbtod by supervisors, and, that training- largely ,is. ,

supervised work exkrience" (p.11).
. The Greeleigh report. turtIser:States: ,.., . .

-"Oecupktional-relafed training is offered to a Anority of
workshop clients. - Stief0.training is defined here 'as. experiential

. preparation for a specific; indiistry, service occupation, or manUfac-
turing process" (p.; 10). ,..z..- A ...
The State of Washingtoh tedently completed a study of its owl sheltered

worRshops which parallels the' result of the two natiOnal studies. In 1977,
approximately 1,272 individtials were enrolled in sheltered workshops on an
A.D.A. basis. During 1970, 1,990 individuals received services from such
sheltered 'workshops. Thestate Vocational Rehabilitation agency estimates
that an additional 4,7.00 elients were eligible fOr' such services but did, not
receive them. There was an average monthly waiting list of 220 individuals who
had applied for or had been referred to shelter d workshops but for whom space
was not availablo. .During the second h lf of 1976, 434 Clients entered
.worksh6ps with only 116 placed out to .competitive industry. This yields a 9%
discharge rate; somewhet below the natiTial average. With an admission rate
almost four times the pltidtment rate, it wo810 appear that some effort is
required if the problem is to be kept within reasonable bounds.'

It is apparent Thom Ihe above stkidjes tt training in sheltered workshops
concentrates on work 'habits and general job performance Skills wjth liple
attention to specific prepftration,f6cremployment. The DOL report conclhdes

. :,that "it may therefore be more realistic to, classify mos-rworkshop training as
work preparation rather than. s1cill- training". (p. 107). However, one ,of the
characteristics of 'mentally, retarded adults is' their inability to generalize .or to
acquire new .skills WithOut specifie instruction. WhOreas "prévocational" aed
work 1::reparation training may be adequate for non-retarded adults, these will
not lead to jobs for severely and moderatelyretarded persons. A . '

The findings of the Greenleigh and DOL studies are neither unique nor
unheard of. Lévitan and Taggert (1977), in writing about shelte'red workshoPs,
had this to say: - .

.

"The goal of vocational services is placement into competitive
employment. One-sixth of clients' had been wOrking before entry
into the workshops. Seven of ten in 'the workshop felt they were
re4dy for competitiVe employm4nt, and the same proportion felt
they would be placed in the near future. Yet only.about one client

j in ten was placed in 1974, representing half of all terrninees. There
I Was no correlation between services and placement, eicept that job-

readiness training usually, preceded placement. High vocational
-i capability at entry, and less severe disabilities were the major

determinants orplacement success. It is estimated that more than
one in seven terminees are subsequently readmitted, suggesting that
many fail after tt. period in competitive employment., Furthermore, .

it has been aSserted by some that workshops tend to 'discourage
,mobility of their most productive employees in order to meet .

production quotas."
In looking at the amount of money spent by sheltered workshops for

staffing compared with client earnings, Levitan and Taggert conclude:
A "Sheltered, workshop administrations cannot ignore the charge that' employment

8
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, f
programs designed for the .disabled have apdrntly bec'ome employMent
'programs for the social Service worlOrs" (p. 68). .

The fact that the $nnual depaiture rate for sheltered workshops runs from
12 to 15 pereent'might iiiggest that such workshops are effective in the training
of their clients in spite of the lack of specific traiding activilies or professional
staff. However,'a closer exannination of the rdcord would suggest a different
conclusion. Table extracted from the DOL study, presents a picture .of the
discharge rate into 'coMpetitive'ernplownent when compared "with the amount of
time/ spent in the rehabilitation. facility. This table shows that 75% of all
clients' placed from .sbeltered workihops intO industrY are 'placea within on
year of entering' the-Norkshop... A third of these are-placed. within three month

of entering the workshop. Although the movement of the mentally retard
c from Sheltered workshops 'is somewhat slower, 80% .of all retarded 'elle

placed are so placed within two" years of entering.tbe workshop. Reference to
Table HI, however, shows that by far the largest-nuMber of clients in shelte ed
workshops have been in such programs for more than two years, after which the
discharge rate drops to ,almost 3%. When one considers that almost half the
clients placed from sheltered Workshops into competitive employment a e so
placed within six months of ente'ring. the program, it is more ration I. to
conclude that the clients were generally "work ready" at the time they e terect
the program and that training was not a significtint factor in their placem nt.t.

,

\

TABLE [It

Percent of Client's. Discharged Related
to Time in the Rehabilitation Facility

General Me
Time.inFaeility All Workshops Workshops Re

' tinder 3 months

.3 to 6 months

-6 to 12 months

12 to 4 months

24 to 8 months

Over 14 8 months
i

Percentage. Returned

1 Taken from Table 98.1, Sheltered WorkShop Study, Statistical ppendix, pp. A-
583A-585.

22.2'

26.5

26.0

14.6

5.9

4.9

14.0%

22.6

25.1

26.7

14.5

5.,4

11.0%

27.1 ,

24.

14.

6.0

19.0%
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.
Tybe of Less than
Facility 6 montlis

Regular
Certified 10.

'Workshop 4,152/

Activity ! 1
Center/ 5,4 0

Training &
Evaluation 6,43

Totals
All Settings 645

Placed in
ComOetiti4e
Employment/ 5,726

Percent / 36.,6%

T-....a...../........... vonn

TALElIl

Tenure ip Rehabilitation
F ilities 1972

6

t
1-2
l'ears

2-3
Years

2,513 4,408 3,871

.
4,423, . .9,485 7,433

2,851 ,460 696

9 787 1 6 13 5 3

I.

3,051 1,712

31.2% 9.6%
ii

.

3-5 510 10-15 15 years
Years Years Years & More

5,056

7,795

.

5,280 1,622

5,52t-7p98

1,202

226

' j 7j
382 168 22 22

40,246

k

i 1,259 i

Thh conclusions reache by the Green1ei.0 and bOL studies are nePt new.
TeriBroek (1969), a decade ago, criticized 'the .sheltered workshop as an

: appropriate setting for vocational training. Ile concluded:
"Although the Combination of 'school and, shop was. foind

unworkable-a century:ago and for -good reason something very
like this combination is today in process of revival through the new
linkage of sheltered shops and vocational rehabilitation. Whéteas
the early educators had sought tcz place the shops within the schbol,
modern da l? agencies are in' effect *eking to place the. 'school' (that ALJ

is, vocational rehabilitation training) within the shops. Ironically,
despite the bitter experience of the.,nineteenth century, it is :wkiely
believed that this association of vocational training and sheltered
employment is a novel and progressive idea. In fact, the inter-
mixture of the processes of education and employment is not only a
familiar and age-worn practiee, but one long since diScarded as
unw.orkable. Ls it any more workable in its modern dress?" (p. 262).

18



Vocational Training

Whereas the data on ttle effectiveness of sheltered workshops are hardlSi
encouraging, data.on the,ability-of moderate/1r ind severely retarded iidults to
profit from vocational instructionore quate encouraging.

. There has been a reasonable amount of .14terature focusing upon specif.ic
training programs for the sevdtely and moderately retarded. Gold (197%2) Was .
one, of the first educational researchers to Ciernonstritte that swrely retarded
adults could manage verycOmpdex assembly tasks. He was .also one off/the first
to note that the rehabilitation literaturg is "concerned almost exelusively with'
prOdilefioll.as opposed to the aequisition of skills" (p. 517). Gold illso notes What
may well be one of the most Serious problems in helping tbe mekally retarded RI

in sheltered workshops.
"An important outcome of this study is the discrepancy.

denionstrated between the capabilities of moderately and severely
retarded individuals -and what 'is. expected of them in sheltered
workshops. While certain manipulations produced an increase in
learning rate, even the lowest performing groups. and individuals did
far better than was expected of them by the workshop personnel.

"Expectancies held bSi workshop personnel are a result of their
training and experience. As a function of their training, these
prbfessionals direct the large part of their activity toward the social,
aspect of the work environment. By admission, they do little in the
way of cognitive and skillodevelopment, not because they negate the
importance of such emphasis, but because they do not have *the
necessary training to do so. The level ofc_functioning of sheltered
workshop clients, then remains essentially unchanged, apart from
the' improvement gained through the a1144ation of maladaptiye
social behavior" (p. 524). 0.
Bellamy (1975) expanded upon the work of Ubld, first by establishing a

continuing Workshop program with severely retarded individuals taken from
state institutions, and then by akranging for replication of the progralil in
different settings and under other. mapagernent.. This program has been
remarkably effective in demonstrating that very severely retarded individuals
can learn to perform complex tasks required for contract performance and _can
achteve at or above minimum wage levels. The cost of such programs can run
from tw.o to three times the amount .required to keep such individuals in a
"development" or "activity" center but some of the cost may be offset by
additional contract -revenues:

Whereas 14.)_..1amy has apparently "put it all together" in an operational'
program, his efforts were based upon some tenyears of researeh on behavior
management. Huddle (1967), was working with trainable qtntally retarded 4

adults over ten years agp in the assembly of television rectifinits. He was
ibte to demonstrate that trainable mentally retarded subjectg "can learn and
perform a regular industrial operation of a type used in the United States ..." (p.
200. Huddle Was also interested in techniques for 1increasing production rate
through competition and rewards, as Were Brown and Pearce (1970) some years
later. Karen, Eisner, and Endtps (1974) studied the use of behavior modification

. in training retarded adults in a sheltered workshop. Their findings were
consistqnt.with those of TrYbus and Lacks (1972) that client production can be
increased through behavior inodification,techniques.

Similar reseai-ch by Zimmerman (1965), Cowan (1959), and Evans (1966)
added to the knowledge base which led o the successful demonstration by

1 9
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Oellamy. There appears to be no doubt that very severely retarded adults, even
those who have been relegated to the back wands of some institutions, can be
trained to perform adequately in sheltered environments if time, -patience,
skills, ancpi)oney are invested properly.

There appear to be ample data from the research literature to support the
.that severely tetarded individuals can be trained to become more

productive aild that moderately retarded individuals can be. trained for competi-
tikfe employment. Unfortunately, this point of view is not 'accepted. by
workshop operators. As stated by Oishanlky, (1976) Th his response to the
Qreenleigh -report,

"Let me repeat thq obvious. The lane majority of qlien0
coming toga workshop require a permanent setting where they can

. be employed-under sheltered-conditions. The long held fantasy of a
workshop as a'transitional facility has to be replaped by the reality
of a workshop as a terminal one. While from time ..to time a
minority of clients will 'graduate' to regular employment, over time

16' the largest number will be unable to 'graduate"' (p. 310). -
In conclusion, there is ample reason to believe that large numbers of

moderately and..severely retarded adults can learn productive vocational skills.
There is also reaSon to believe that the principle approach to such training has .

been in non-:educational facilities which have. beeeless effective than might be
desired. Some attempts have been made to enroll mentally retarded adults in
postsecondary educational agencies but little data are available relative to
effectiveness of such programs.

No,
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IL PROC,EDURES

The Rrocedures which describe the operations Of this project are divided into
tWo" Major categories. The first of these considers the developmental and

'management processes of the project and covers most of the operations from
initial conception through the four year period of the Developmental Dis-
abilities grant,-

The second provides an abbreviated citscription of the training procedures
Used te bring the trainees up to a level of employability. An operational manual
which specifies the training procedures in,.considerable detail istvailable from
the Universitysof-Washirigton and through the CEC-ERIC system.

Operational_and Management Procedures

This section of the report covers the operational and management procedures
with the exception of the procedures used in the. training program itself. This
sec)tion is divided into fiv'e subsections as follows: (a) project background,. (b),
description of subjects, (c) placement procedures, (d) replication procedures,

, and (e) follow-up procedures.

Project Background

This project had its beginnings early in 1973 with_the establishment of a
committee to "assess new directions for the management and use of the
cafeteria" in the Child .gevelopment and Mental...Retardation Center (CDMRC).
The CDMRC cafeteria, a University of Washington food services operation, was
tt be closed sometime,d4ng the summer of 1974. Since the facility had been
donsfructed and equipped with funds approkiated for the construction of
mental retardation facilities, it seemed appropriate, even necessary,.to convert
it to a use more related to the purposes for which the funds had been
appropriated.. .

The planning committee, under t e leadership of Dr. Rose MeCartin of
'the. University's College of /Education, Was escablished in the spring of 1973.
The charge to thertomrnittee was to consider .how the facility might be used, "for serving lunches for staff and pdtients and `for the e'mployment and training
in fc.. ptoduction of handicapped persons" (memo, April 1973). A 'prelimeInary
pro sal describing the proposed project was developed by Dr.; James Moss,
Director of Planning and Development, sometime during January of 1974. the
first proposat for funding was submitted on May 31, 1974, to the University 'of
Washington for University support. That request was subsequently turned down.

. A new prOposal, dated July 30, 1974, was submitted to the State Biyision of
Vocational Rehabi*rtion, again without success. Subsequent discussions with
personnel of .the regional office of the Rehabilitation Services Administration
led to the ubmission of 'a proposal to that ageney dated November 11, 1974. The; proposal was subsequently approved for funding to begiii April 1, 1975, with the
Center Director, Dr. Irvin Emanuel asyrincipal Investigator.

The planning which took place between the initial establishment of a
planning-committee in April of 1973 and the awarding of a grant tWo years later

.
2 Vocational Training Programs, Child Developinent and Mental Retardation

Center, Universliy of Washington, WJ-10, Seattle, W hington 98195.
($15.00)
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incldded extensive coversations with the Washin on Atate Restaurant Associ-
ation; with the4mions Which relate to the food $ eitslindustry, with the state

, .departments of vocational education, vocati 1, rehabilitation and develop-
mental disabilities, with the King County Devel0 mental Disabilities ard, and
with others concerned -with handicapped individuals and the servic systems
which relate to thetn. Sitivvisits were also, Made to existing food service
training programs in the King County area.

Although funds for the operation of the program became available in April
of 1975, a number of steps were nficessary bekre the first trainee could be
`enrolled in the. program. The cafeteria had been closed ing.the preceding
suminer and it :was necessary to reestablish the cafeteria a food service
plTograin. This was necesgary in order to have a baseLfor th _aining program.
A food services Ettogram was designed antstat recruited o ould providt
the type of service-.2desired and at he s.e tithe play a 'PIP t rble in the
training of mefitally retarded adults..( also Oecessary t ruit a training

a:sUpervisocwith appropriate kilIs and iiitests in order tol, te the training
program.

Originally, the plan had been to vlixce both the kitehfr operations and the
training program under .one supervisor .who would. mana !both. ,..liowever, at
the point of implementation, a 'decision wait made to keØp.these two operations
separate. This turned out tca be a key decision in th'es cess of the project.

The first lunches were served in the &established cafeteria during the
early surnmerW 1975. The trainint supervisor wAs recrikited.and reported for
work. in. SepteMber of that year lInstructional and initial training
procedures were developed ails] the firstl trainee enrolled oniDecemtaer 20, 1975,
almost nine months after receipt of theflirst grantl

Trainees
"ik

, \

The purpose 'of the prpject was tvrovide training tp ipdividuals consider-
ed to be moderately or severply megtally rearded. L8peciiic intelligence
quotient limits were-never established; howevei., there was .a general Consensus
that the upper range of "moderateoshould be consistent with the definition

,accepted by the American, Associated on Mental DeficienCy (1977)., This
ciainition would place the upper limits at about 55 IQ with ineyeations of poor
adaptive behaVior. However, §Thee the-emphasis'of this projectiwas on mentally
retarded persons who were, otherwise considered unemployaNer this-upper limit
appeared too restrictive. There are many retarded adults in. sheltered work-
shops with IQs higher .than, those included within. the "moderate" range.
.Furthermore, there was a need du'ring the initial development of the project to
work with trainees who showed reasonable chances for success.. Thus, some
ipdividuals with IQs above the moderate range were included in the project,
particularly during the early years.

There was no' atteMpt to establish a lower functioning limit for admission
into the program. It was decided that exclusion, from the program pecause of
low intelligence was inappropriate until more data became available. One
purpose of the study was to determine what the lower limits might 'be for
efficient and effective training.. Thus, individuals were accepted into the
program with measured IQs of 30 and below.

The project has never required an aSsessmenV of Intelligence as a
prerequisite to entrance into the program. All IQ scores ori trainees were
supplied from referring agencies. These scores are recorded and reported to
provide general information about the trainees but there is no guarantee as to
accuracy or recency.

.
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A decision was made early in the program to refuse admission to any
'person of high school age.. It was bkieved that all retarded young, people should
take advantage of the opportunitLes for a secondary education program provided
by the school system. This was consistent with the philosophy of the project
that special.services should be added to opportunities already available and not
substituted for them. However, the extension of secopdary school programs for
handicapped persons through age 21 rased questions about this policy. Since
most normal students leave secondary education programs at about age 18,
Many to enter into postsecondary educational programs, it seemed appropriate
to allOw entry into this' program for individuals 18 or. over, -even though they
might otherwise eontinue in a secondary school program. Thus, the lower age
limit for this program waaset at age 18.

No upper age limit was set for entry into the program. It can be noted,
however, that a tendency existed oh the part of referring agencies to refer
'individuals within'the. 20 to 40 year age range.

A total of 63 trainees was accepted into the University site program from
December 1975 through November 1979. Some of the general characteristics of
these individuals are described in Tables IV, V, VI and VH.

Table IV.

Age and IQ of Trainees
(University Site Only)

4.>

Grbup
-

Age IQ

Male

,

41 41

Mean . 27.0 55,1
6.1 13.2

Female
22

Mean 24.7 52.6.
S.D. 4.8 12.5

Total
63 63

Mean 26.2 54.2
S.D. 5.& 12.9



.
Table Vi

Experience, of Trainees Prior to Enrollment
(University Site Only)

Sheltered . Preiocatiodal Competitive No Formal
Group Settings TraininL Employment ,/tcwtivity

'Male
I.

N(%) 28 (68%) 5 (12%) . 3 (7%) 5 (12%)
Mean 4.8 Yrs. 3.4 Yrs.
S.D. 3.4 2.6

Female ,

N(%) 9 (41%) 7 (32%) 6 (27%)
Mean 5.2 Yrs. 2.9 'Yrs.
S.D. 3.3 1.8

.

Total
N(%). - 37 (59%) 12 (19%) 3 (5%) 11 (17%)
Mean 4.9 Yrs. 3.1 Yrs.
S.D. 3.3 2.1

-?\
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Table VI

Living..A.ccommodations of Project Trainees
(University Site Only)

Living Accommodations Number of Trainees

With parents 35

Group homes 11

. Boarding homes

Half-way h6uses. 6

Foster homes 3

InstitutionS for retarded .1

With spouse 1

I

Total 463
a

17 25 _
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TableitiVII

.... ''91 ... 4 :-IQ Distribution of Meptally Retarded Trai ees
-(Priiversity Site Only)

;
e

.
re

Ranze- Numbers

90.: 94 .1
85-+L 89 0
8.0 - 84 2
75 - 79 0
70 - 74 2
65 - 69 8
60 - 64 10
5.5 - 59 6
50 - 54 4 13.
45 - 49 7
40 - 44 8
35 1

30 - 34 5

or

Total 63

we
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It eah be-noted ih TEible IV that-there were almost twice.aa.rnany males as
females in the group. No EitteMpt Was made on the part 'of the training staff to
eontrol this variable. Presurnatity, the disproportionate numberof.males over
feinales represents either a selectigh.bias onlhe part of 'the reftrting, agencies

.. . or a reflection of the disPropoRionate nUmber.of .malesin.Sheltered workshops
and developmental centers. :There was -alsO a 'sligilt difference in age andIQ
between males and females butthis difference did dot prove to be statistieally
significant. . . .. .

, t

. Table...V. shows' an interesting difference' in the báckgrounds of the. males
,

... and females.. A greater proportion of femaleS had no .formal training Or work
exPerieneis between high school and enrollment in this program: Puithermore,
a signifieantly larger percentage of males had been in Sheltered Workshops prior

..to entering-the. program: , . . , . . .

.. '... Table VI ',shows the living arrangements of trainees in. this* Propam.
Surprisingly, over, half of the trainees lived with their parents'. .. ." .

In general, the trainees Of thia'Study were relatively younig; n their:mid-.,

Awenties, and moderatelY retarded with an average IQ of approxiMately 54.
.',..

. .. . . .

Placement Procedures

,

During the planning phase of this projeet, cOntacts were established with
..the'" Washington State Restaurant Association arid with the. unions which
represent food SerVice workers. Assurance of cooperation Was, received:but it
Was still neeessary;to identify Specifie job sites for prsgram' graduates. The
initial seep to accomplish:this waS: to send out letters with return postcards
describing the training program and asking restaurant operators to respiond if
they were intecested in possible participation. One hundred letters were Sent
out, representing, every third .establhment listed' in the.., Seattle Restaurant
Owner's 'guide.' Only eight car& were returnel but not With job offers. Follow-
upAohohe calls were made to those erni)loyers. who did not respond to discuss
their willingness to hire Mentally retarded workers.

. Although no positions were
found through this Process, linea of communication were opened to many
restaurants, SOme of which led to jobs later.

.

The proceSs found be be most-effective in eliciting job offers for program
graduateS was to send form letters to pcospective employera exPlaining the
program. and inviting them to visit the training facility. Since few eMployers
had-experience with mentally retarded workers,' these initial con_: ts.and visits
were informational rather. than placement.oriented. A lour he training
'facility allowed the prospective employer 'to see the trainees. at work in the
kitchen and to ,see the similarities and 'differences betweeh the: training
environment and hiS or her own establishment. Contact whi maintained with
the prospective employer thereafter until a job opening oceuiired.

Problems of "job development" 'diminished substantially after the first
year or two of the project. ; It was still- necessary occasionally to send out
letters and to followup newspaper ads, but in -the later years the projedi had
become better41/4known in the 'restaurant...community and restaurant operators
often called seeking employees.

Follow-up procedures

it is difficult to deterMine where training and placement ends and follow-
up begins. 'The placement trainer who accompanied a n6w graduate to a job for
continued ,on-site training, was:responsible :for :continuous follow-up after the

t
1.44
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graduate began working independently. Once.a trainee achiceved independence,
follow-up visits trere made once or twice a week to monitor performance and to
watch for the emergence of problems. The number of contacts with the trainee
was reduced eventually to an occasional phone call to the employer.

gf fec tive and continuous follow-up was important for job success.
Occasionally, problems arose in the work setting which could have led to
dismissal of the program graduate. If these were identified early enough, steps
could be taken to correct them. Also, events unrelated to work productivity
could cause a graduate to lose a job. For example, a relatively minor change in
a bus schedule could result in a graduate's failure to appear for work on time as
required. Furthermore, it was almost inevitable that minor but irritating

.problems occurred which bothered the employer. Encourageme* and support
by the placement trainer were necessary to reduce the impact of these
problems and to ,help keep, the graduate on the job.

Occasionally, graduatelost their jobs for reasons whiCh had nothing to do
with .their performance, such as the closing of a restaurant or' a change in
management. 'Graduates alsoliost their jobs because of a deterioration in work
performance. ,When- a program graduate lost a job because of vocational or
social Skill deficits, ttie reasons were analyzed and the person brought back into
the training program for appropriate retraining and then placed in a new job.

Replication Procedices
P

By thp end of the first three years of the project, it became clear that the
University of Washington staff using university facilities could train mentally
retarded .individuals. for employment in competitive food Service jobs. How-
ever, this alone, was not adequate to convince state and local decision makers
that such programs should be started on/a larger scale. Not only was the Child
Development and Mental Retardation 10enter at the University of Washington
considered a unique environment, but the program was supported by federal
grant funds which would not always be available to other settings. In order for
the 'project to be convincing, it was necessary to develop a replication in
another setting and under More readily available sources of support. ,..

The original intention for replication was to develop a program in a
community .college facility. However, at that, time (mid 1978) some state
rehabilitation 'personnel were hesitant to see- training Piograms for seriously
disabled individuals developed in non-rehabilitation settings. Because of this,
and with-the cooperation and guidance of state,, regional and county personnel
'from the Divisions of Vocational Rehabilitation arid Developmental Disabilities,
an arrangement was made with a sheltered workshop/activity ceRter and a local
hospital. It was agreed that the university project staff would Work with the
sheltered workshop/activity center in the training of personnel to operate a
training program in the hiispitat kitchen. The Federal grant to the university
would cover the costi of such training plus Idditonal costs inv&ved in initiating
the project. One of the interesting discoveries was that none of the staff of the
sheltered workshop, in spite of early indications of interest, chose to transfer to
.the food service training program. Thii was particularly surprising since the
kitchen program paid considerably more than was normally paid for workshop
sapervisors. As a result, it was necessary to recruit new individuals who-were
Willing to work in the kitchen setting.

The criteria for admission into the food. services training program in the
replication site were quite different from those at the university site. Repre-
sentatives of the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation.' were concerned about
the possibility of "skimming" the most able clients into the program. Because
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of this, a cdmmitment was made that only clients who had been in the facility
for three or more years and had been. "closed" by the vocational rehabilitation
coUnselor as unemployable would be admitted into the program. Since these
were the only criteria for acceptance into the program, there was less emPhasis
on taking the most severely digabled. As a consequence, the trainees at the
replication site had higher meaSured IQs than those accepted into the university
site. The ten individuals entered into the replication program had average IQ
scores of 61.4. This .group was approximately the same age as, those in the
university program. The average time spent in sheltered employment prior. to
entry in the training program wasfour years, eight months.

( The university staff .cantinued to work with the project for one full year.
During' that time, arrangements were made "for continuation funding through
appropriate state agencies.

Toward the end of the first,year, the state agencies which participated in
the selection and planning or tht project reconvened for an evaluation. This
experience led the agency personnel to see the advantage of expanding such
training programs but in more traditional vocational-education facilitieS.

Training Procedures

The* University of Nashington made use of three sites for vocational training of
mentally retarded adults. The first was the cafeteria operathd by the Child
Development and Mental 'Retardation Center and located within that facility.
The second was a ca ia in a nearby student union building. The third was
the restaurant which e yed the mentally retarded worker after graduation.

The cafeteria, stil operated by the CDMRC, was a normally functioning'
pulaic fticility 'requiring the game work, social-and self help skills as any other
restaurant. Since it was developed for the specific purpose of supporting ihis
'training program and was managed by the CDMRC, it allowed for more
flexibility in training and 'tolerated more deviations from.normalcy than might
have been found in other settings. ,

Theicafeteria at the StUdent Union, on' the other hand, was not under the
control of the CDMRC teainini program .and more dlosely approximated the
pressures of the real world. Trainees typically received their initial training in
the CDMRC cafeteria and ihen, when skills developed to a desired level,
transferred to the student unipn building for, additional training under less
intensive supervision and much higher speed and volume. requirements. The
trainer/trainee ratio Was approximately one to five in both university settings.

The third setting was the restaurant which employed a program graduate.
This on-site training was very much a part of the training process and was not
to rbe confused with follow-up activities: On-site training was critically
important for several reasons. First, the equipment, spabe arramements, task
sequencirg, social environment, and general 'demands of the job 'were usually
quite different from those experienced in previous training settings.. Second,
the provision of on-site training provided valuable feedback to the training
program resulting in significant program modifications.' Third, the provision of
on-site training provided an opportunity for the Placement trainer to help
supervisors and co-workers to understand the new employee's strengths and
weaknesses.

Training was provided to all trainees in three occupational areas: (a)
dishwashing, (b) bussing and (c) utility-maintenance. Trainees were assigned to
job stations; each trainee .completet from ten to fifteen tasks related to each
job. The jobs were the same each day and performed in the same sequence:

\Measurable criteria were established for each of 'the skill and behavioral
areas required for vocational' placement. Progress in retation to these criteria
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was expressed in percentages. When trainees reached or ekceeded 80% for all
critical behaviors in the primary training site, the trainee "graduated" to. the
secondary, site.. In some instances, at the discretion. of the trainer's, a trainee
moved directly from the primary site into on-site Araihing in competitive
placement.

Trainees received instruction in two broad areas considered iMportant for
vocational success. The first of these concerned the specific vocational skills
required for the job. The secondl related to the social and personal skills
necessary to maintain appropriate on-the-job behaviors and relationships. Four
components were identified as important to vocational performance. The first
of these. was the ability to execute any given task. The first responsibility of a
trainer was to make sure the trainee- could do The job which was required. The
second component was speed in accomplishing such tasks. Once a trainee
reached a criterion ,in the performance of a task, training for speed ano
efficiency began. The third component was the ability of 'the trainee to stay
"on task." The final component was th6 ability to perforM .the learned tasks
independently with little or no instruction from the employer or supervisor.
This involved both "within task" and "between task" independence. A variety of
techniques were used to develop "self monitoring" to enable a trainee to decide
if desired behaviors had been performed and to modify accordingly.

Appropriate behavior in three social and personal skill areas was consider-
ed essential for Success in .competitive employment. Thesevareas were: (a)
grooming, (b) time management, and (c) bus riding. Unfortunately, many
-mentally retarded adults had not been taught to evaluate their own personal
appearance and hygiene. Apparently, these are not important factors for
sticcess in many sheltered employment Situations. Making use of pictures as
cues, trainees in this program leartied to identify the .particular areas of
grooming needing attention. Trainees were taught to monitor their own
behavior in this respect and to maintain good grooming without the need for
intervention.

The ability to maniige time was 'considered important for competitive
employment--; Employees must arrive at work on time, carry odt certain tasks
according to a time schedule, and take their lunches and, breaks at partiCular
times. Unlike many sheltered environments where the day begins when the
client arrives, ends when the client leaves and decisions about time are made bY
staff, competitive employers expect their workers to manage time, by them-
selves. ManY seriously and moderately retarded individuals do hot know how to
tell time and the cost of instruction for that activity can be extremely high. As
a consequence, this training program attempted to teach trainees to rimanage"
time rather than to "tell" time. Generally speaking, this was done by teaching
trainees a "match to sample" technique wherein they were given a "time card"
with pictures of clock faces with hands drawn in to represent times for
particular activities. Drawings related to each clock face indicated the
activity to be initiated or terminated at the time indicated.. Thus, the trainee
was taught to match the clock face on his time card with the real clock and
therefore knew when to carry out a given function.

The ability to make use of public transportation is critically important to
the mentally retarded since many never develop the competencies or resources
to enable them to drive to and from work. Most individuals in sheltered
workshops have transportation arranged for them and.do not develop the skills
for independent bua travel. Consequently, all trainees in this program were
taught to use the publid transportation systems. This mita accomplished by a
process wherein thee trainer rode the bus on the route between the trainee's
home and the Center in order to identify the particular route. The trainer then
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rode the bus with the trainee, providing careful instruction as to the cues to .

which the trainee must respond in ordet to get on the right bus, make the
appropriate transfert; and depart the bus at the appropriate location to arrive -

at work.
Aside from the particular skills just mentioned and which were taught to

all trainees in the program, some trainees showed up with specific social
deffeits which required correction.. The correction of inappropriate behaviors
was accomplished through individual programs which included the identification
of a specific behavior, accurate and systematic recording of the occurrence of
such behavior, and the use of various reinfctrcement systems to decrease the
numbers of inappropriate behavicirs. Generally speaking, the most frequently..
noted deficiencies were in .the areas of "greeting skills" and "responding
appropriately to verbal instructions."

In general, this program provided a standard curriculum with clearly
established objectives and criteria for all trainees. The amount of time
required by an individual trainee to complete the program depended upon the
magnitiude of the deficits presented: The training program concentrated
exclusively on areas considered critical for s ccessful employment. No time
was given to teach skills which might have een useful but which were not
essential.
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III. RESULTS

This project provided or is currently providIng vocational training to 63
individuals at the University of Washington site and an additional ten individuals
at the replication site. The disposition of these 73 persons is indicated on Table
VIII.

Table VM

Disposition of Trainees Entering the Vocational
Training*Program

Dis.position Unsivietersiity , Replication
Site -

Total

Training Not Completed

13

7

4

1

17

8

Still in Training

Withdrew During Training

,Training Completed .

Withdrew After Placement 9 .0 9

Undergoing Retraining 4 0 A

Employed 30 5 , 35

Total Enrollet 63 10 73

It can be noted from Table VIII that 48 individuals iq ttie two sites
completed the training sequencft. Thirty fiVe of these are cur ently employed
for a success rate of 73%. The success rate would drop to 6, % if the seven
individuals who failed to complete training were included in the analysis.

41 As was noted in the procedure section of this report, the purpose of the
replication program and the criteria for admission to that program differed
from those of thb University site. For blis reason, it is not always possible to
combine data from the two sites. It riso bears repeating that the IQ .data
acquired.during the course of this study are of unknown reliability. These data
are analyzed and appropriate results presented but the reader is cautioned that
results relating to IQ scores mi§7 be suspect. ,

The data Rom this stu0 are organized in accordance with the rhost
frequently asked 'questions about the project and are presented under the
headings: (a) length of training, (b) cost of training and follow-Up, (c)
employment experiences, 'and (d) job failures.
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Lengtn of Training

The analysis of time required to provide initial trathing (prior to first job
placement) to the participants of this project was based only upott those persons
who completed,the training program. Since length of training is indeterminate
for those still in training or who dropped out before completion, data relating to
such individuals could not be used for this analysis. A summary of the data are
presented in Table IX.

Table IX

Length of Training Required for Trainees at the
UniversitSroand Replidation Sites

Months in Trainina University Replication .

0 2 6 1

3 5 10 2

6 8 12 s 2

,9 . 5

12 - 14 5.

is-i4 2

18 20 2

21 - 23 1

24 26 1

4

The average period of initial training for individuals at the University site
was 8.3 months with a range .from one to 24 month's. The average period of
triiining at the replication site was only 4.4 months,' with a range from eight
weeks thi'ough six months. The difference in length of training at the two sites
reflects the different purposes and different admission criteria of the two
programs.

Twenty-eight of the individuals who 'completed training Icet their initial
jobs and required retraining. The average retraining time at the University site
was 1.5 months. Eleven who lost their jobs required no retraining at all but
could be placed directly on another job. The single person from the.replication
site who last a job required Jess than one month for retraining. -

Length of initial training was negatively cdrrelated with intelligence test.
scores (r = -.34). On the average, individuals with lower IQ scores required
more time for training.
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Individuals with IQs abbve 50 required an average of 6.7 months for initial
training as compared witnan average of 11.8 months for those with IQs Of 50 or
below. The difference is statistically significant at the .05 level. Seventy-two
percent of all- trainees requiring a year or more of training had recorded IQs of
50 or below. It does-not necessarily mean, however, that all persons wiih low
IQs are a poor risk for training or that sal require extensive traininetirne.
Although no individual with an IQ ot 50 or less was trained in less than five
months, over 40% were trained ift,eight months or less.

Separate 'correlations were computed for individuals with IQs above and
bllow 50. When this was done, the correlations were reduced to .05 and -.08
respectively. Although level of intelligence is definitelia factor in the amount
of time it takes a person to reach criteria for placement, it appears to account
for a relatively small amount of the variance-

, Cost o? Training and Follow-u

The cost of successful training at the University site, including the cost of
retraining where required, amounted to an average of $5,120 per person trained.
The average cost of on-the-job training and follow-up was $1,198 per person:
Thii-gave an overall average of $6,318 per person. Training costs were directly
related to the amount of -time required for training. The average cost per
month per trainee varied from approximately $600per month to $650 per month
over the period of the project with the higher per month rate reflecting higher
costs during the later years of the project.

Costs for follow-up activities varied significantly from trainee to trainee
and reduced dramatically over time. The cost reductions over time are
illustrated on Table X.

Table X.

Average Cost of Follow-up by Time, Periods

. Time Period Average Cost

0 - 6 Months $ 260 per Trainee

- 12 Months 120 per Trainee

13 -18 Months 35 per Trainee

19 Plus 10 per Trainee

It is worth noting that cost averages do not present the most accurate
piOure of follow-up expenses. There was considerable variability from person
to person. For example, half of the individuals employed 19 months or more
incurred no follow-up expenses while one person accounted for almost all of the
expenses for that group.

The above figures are based on those trainees who completed the program
and became employed. An average of $7,425 for a total, Of $118,792 was spent
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on the 16 persons who either failed to complete training or left .their jobs after
becoming employed. If tile cost of these failures were included in the
,per/trainee cost of. those who succeeded, the costs would jump to almost
$10,000 per successful person.

This, however, could lead to apt. inappropriate conclusion relative to the
cost of training because of the experimental nature of this program. The
project -purposely included individua1 who were at high risk for failure in an
effort to explore the limits of trainaility, and coritinued working with these
-trainees far longer than might other ise be the case in some other setting.
Three individuals, for example, stayed in the program from 20 to 24 months at,a
conibined cost o15ver $40,000 before being dropped and returned to sheltered
settings.

All of Ole above figures relate to costs at the University site. Accurate
comparable figures for the replication site are'not readily available because of
different record keeping systems but it is estimated that training costs are in
the magnitude of $420 per month per trainee. On-the-job training and follow-
up costs at the replication site are considerably higher, however, because- of
economies of scale factors inherent in a new program. The per person cost for
follow-up will decrease as the number., of graduates increases and workers stay
on the job for longer periods.

Employment Experiences

Thirty nine individuals in this project are either employed or being retrained .for
employment. The employment experiences of these individuals are presented in
this section under five headings: (a) hours worked, (b) income, (c) length of
employment, (d) reasons for job losses, and (e) examples of employment
situations.

Hours Worked

The average number of hours worked by all program graduates, including
those froM the replication site, is currently 33.2 hours per week. Twenty of the
39 (51%) work a full 40 hour week. Eight (21%) work between 30 and 40 hours
per week and 11 work less than 30 hours per week. There are a number of
reasons for the reduced hours. I. one case, the worker lacks the stamina to
maintain the pace of a 40 hour week. In other 'cases, the jobs d not require a
full eig* hours per day. However, the greatest problem rests with potential
loss of SSI (welfare) support. Since there is a limit on the amount a worker can
earn and still retain' SSI eligibility, many workers must either work reduced
hours or 'lose the medical and housing benefits available. under SSI. The
disincentives which interfere with employment for handicapped workers are
very peal..

Income

The majority of workers earn wages on a per/hour basis although three are
receiving monthly sa ries. The average hourly wage of individuals trained at
the University site is p3.36 per hour. The -range is from $2.90 to $6.36 per hour.
The average of the three individuaLs on monthly salaries is $671 per month. This
figure will increase iri January, 1900 because of increases in the minimum wage.

The individuals trained at the replication site earn slightly less per hour
($3.00). This is a reflection of the period of time employed on the job. The
higher earning individuals from the university program have been on the job for
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over three years while the replication site has only, been in ()Oration for about
a. year.

Data are kept on the total accumulated salary for each person and on
length of time on the job but these figures cannot be averaged in a meaningful
way. New graduates, obvious* have neither been on the job for extended
periods nor accumulated much income. The total accumulated income,
however, for all- workers trained through both site's is $284,726 with.$276,449
attributed to 'University site graduates.-

/
I M.

Length of Employment

Over 40% of the graduates of the University site .have held their present
jobs for over 18 months. Five of the graduates have been employed on the same
job for over three years. However, it is worth noting that 20 of the 3V
individual's who graduated from the two programs (51%) lost their first jobs with
60% of these initial jobs lasting less than one month. Eighty pegpent of all job
failures occurred within the first twO months of placement.

There is a high rate oVemployment stability once a worker reinainns on a
job for at least two months.' In only four cases did failure occur afterjhe initial
two month period.

Intelligence levels *re not related to success or failure on initial jobs or
to length of employment. The mean IQ for those who were successfuLon initial
jobs (63.5) was slightly lower than those who failed their first jobs (56;5).

Examples d' Work

The following are examples of the work activities of a sample Of
graduates from this program. These examples were selected to illustrate some
of the variability in employment.

1. Porter in large hospital

9:00 Arrive and punch in
9:05 Witsh pots and pans

10:20 Drain, clean sink
10:30 Collect baking sheets and wash
11:00 Lunch
11:30 Clean steam kettles, collect laundry

A:30 Wash pots .
,

1:30 Work in dishroom, washing patient dishes
2:30 'Break
3:00 Mop 'walk-in' floors
3:15 Wash pots
4:00 Clean grill, empty grease pans, empty kitchen garbage, wash steam

kettles ,

5:30 Punch out

2. Dishwashing in commercial restaurant

9:00 Fill pot sinks, wash pots
10:00 Fill dishmachine, wash dishes
10:30 Take out garbage and boxes
11:00 Lund!
11:30 Wash dishes, sort out contents, rack glasses, cups and plates, sort

silver, stack and put away clean dishes
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3:45 Break
4:10 Dump garbage, boxes
4:30 Wash pots
5:10 Put Away all dishes and pots
5:30. Finish; sign out

3. Potwasher in small hospital

10:30 Fill sinks, wash pots
11:30 Deliver carts of patient meals to floors
12:15 Wash pots
1:00 Lunch
11130 Wash pots
2e00 Prepare vegetables, peel potatoes, wash lettuce and carrots
3:15 Wash pots
4:30 Serve vegetables and soup on i?atient trayS
5:30 Wash pots
.6:00 Break
6:15 Wash pots
6:50 Clean sinks
7:00 Finish

4. Busser in public cafeteria,

9:00 Set up bussing cart
9:05 Begin bussing tables

10:30 Break
10:45 ContinUe bussing
12:00 Collect salt and pepper shakers, sugar jars and refill
1;00 Finish, punch out

ishwasher in nursing home

9:00 Organize dish room
9:15 Bring carts of clean dishes to dumbwaiter and send upstairs
9:20 Unload clean. dishes from dishrnachine and put away
10:311 Wash pots and pans
11:20 Set up soup cups on steam table
12;00 Pull trays of dirty dishes off cart, reniove cups and glasses and rack,.

pass on to next loader
1:30 Return clean dishps to dining room
2:30 Break
2:45 Clean dishroom, wash mats, sweep and mop floor, clean and refill

dishmachine, wipe counters
4;15 Break
4:30 Wash pots and pans J

5:00 Wash garbage cans with power sprayer
5:30 Finish

Job Failures

There are three broad categories within which to describe job failures. There
are those individuals who left their jobs voluntarily, those who lost their jobs
for reasons unrelated to their performance, and those who were fired for
performance deficiencies.
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. Five individuals voluntarily left their jobs for a variety of reasons. Two
quit to become married and to devote full time to homemaking. Both of these
left the program and were not interested.,in pursuing other employment. Otne
individual quit because he did not like reiaaurant work and refused to acc6pt
other placements. Two individuals quit their jobs because they did not like the
hours. Employment was found for both of these in other settings.

Three individuals lost their jobs for reasons apparently unrelated to job
performance although the fact that this happened tskfice to one individual
suggests that there may have been problems which were not reported by the
employer. One worker was laid off beeause of staff reductions at the
restaurant but was referred for employment at another restaurant managed by
the same employer. Another was laid off because the manager wanted to hire a
relative or friend. The person who lost two jobs was laid oft first because a
change cin management brought in a supervisor who refused to work with
retarded person. The sec6nd loss was due to a staff reduction at the restaurant.
This.person is currently eMployed in another setting.

It is worth noting that a civil action could have been filed with reference
to the personwho was laid off for no reason other than that the supervisor did
not want td work with a retarded person. This was a ellear case of
discrimination against a person because of a handicapping condition. However,
the case would have been difficult to make and the action might have caused
other potential employers to hesitate to hire other program graduates.

The majority of job failures were related to performance. In 45% of the
eases, speed of performance was a factor if not ttie cause of the failure.
Attitudes of the workers and the inability to consistently complete a task
correctly were the next most frequently mentioned reasons for Job failures.
Quality of .work was frequently a factor but 'apparently not as important as the
attitudinal and speed problems mentioned above. The inability to follow
instructions was another often cited reason for failure.

There were occasional references to personal hygiene and poor social
relationships with co-workers as causes for job failures but these were
infrequent. One worker lost his job becauSe of inappropriate verbal behavior.

If one weie to attempt to identify the most impiortant qualities which
relate to job successes or failures, these would have to be (a) speed of
performance, (b) general,attitudes relating to the employer, co-workers and the
work situation, and (e) the ability to follow instructions.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The findings of this study have been reported in the preceding chapter withoqt
reference to many st4tistical procedures. The project outcomes are relatively
self-evident but there are many questions which could -be asked by serious
researchers. The trainees were not randomly drawn from an identifiable
population; selection was determined in part by,the referring system and in part

Aby the research interests of the projec Intelligence test data were of unknown
*-reliability. Contrast groups were not use .

. Nevertheless, much of the data .obtained as part of 'this study are quite
reliable. Furthermore, these data relate to variables which are considered
highly important including the number of years spent in sheltered settings, the
documented "unemployability" of the trainees prior to training, the income
earned by program graduates- and the number of months and years of employ-
ment following training.

This chapter presents the conclusions reached by the project staff after
four years of training mentally retarded adults for jobs in the food service
industry. The conclusions are based as much, if not more, on the observations
and experiences of the staff in the conduct of the project &s on the analysis of
summative data. However, until these conclusions have been examined through
additional research, it Might be appropriate to- consider some of them as
hypotheses for further inquiry. The material in this chapter is presented under
six headings: (a) Vocational Training for Mentally Retarded Adults, (b) Cost
Factor§ in Vocational Training, (c) Disincentives, (d) Issues for Further Consid-
eration, (e) Recommendations, and (f) Conclusions.

Vocational Training for Mentally_Retarded Adults

The results-Indicate that 35_ of 39 individuals trained and placed into jobs during
the course of this project'are currently employed. There is little questiOn in
the minds of the project staff that none of these people would have been
employed had it not been for the vocational training provided by the project.
Based upon this finding, it is the conclusion of the project staff that vocational
training can be effective both in moving mentally retarded adults from
sheltered settings into Competitive eMployment and in preventing high school
"graduates4 from entering sheltered settings.

There are a number of 'factors relating to the success of the project.which
deserve comment.

ReplicabilitT

It is possible for the training program' to be "packaged" and transferred to
another site. The highly structured curriculum and the availability of training
materials and manuals made it possible for a different group of people to
operate a successful training program in an entirely different setting. Further-
more, after some initially higher start-up costs, the replication project was-able
to operate within the normal funding syStems of the State of Washington.

The Structured Curriculum

This project made uSe of a highly systematic, structured curriculum whicf
included specific instructional procedures. Each training° objective was spec-
ified and criteria established to determine when ttte objective was achiefied.
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Progress toward eaCh objective was carefully', measured each day and training
procedures modified if neaessary. This curriculum is.available at cost from the
University of Washington.

A Non-Developmental Approach

A daelopmental approach to instruction which is appropriate for children
in the elementary and secondary, grades appears questionable when instructing
mèitaly retarded adults. Many training programs'for moderately and severely
mentaly retarded persons incorporate training in living and social skills,
prevocational skills, and' vocational skills in that order. 'It is not tincoMmon to
find "prevocational" prograMs operating in situations Where no vocational
training exists or is contemplated. Experience with this project his suggested
that 'mentally retarded adults respond to a direct approach toward termina:
employment objectives and- that "prevocational" training for post high school
adUlts may be unnecessary, costly, and non-productive. 4
Learning vs.. Performance Deficits

Mentally 'retaraed adults clearly have learning problems. It ,can take as
mUch as a year for a seriously retarded indiviaual to learn a job that a non-

.. retarded person can learn ih a week. However, once the job has been learned,
the mentally retarded person can perform at essentially the samelevel as a
normal .person. This findini led the project staff to conclude that mental
retardation is best characterized by learning deficits rather than .by perform-
ance deficits: Where performance problems appear, as .they.often do, it would
appear that these may be the result of faulty learning in previous situations..
Clearly, there are some mentally retarded persons' whose learning processes ar.e
so deficient that no amount of instruction could eliminate performance
problems. However, the experience with the trainees in thii project suggests
that most performance problems can be reduced or eliminatedthrough training.

This conclusion is considered important:in that it suggests that unaccept-
able behavior on the part of mentally retarded students and adults should truly
be upacceptable. There is reason to believe 'that behavioral standards for
mentally retarded adults, even those in the moderate and severe- ranges, can
and should be the same ast for non-retarded adults. .

On-the-Job Training

On-site Araining in the, employer's establishment was considered an
e&sential kart of the training sequ,nce for mentally retarded. workers. The
training program was not cqnsidered completed until the trainee was working
independently on the job site; Unfortunately, traditional concepts of rehabilita-
tion consider "placement" as the terminal objective and funding is reduced or
eliMinated at that point. In the experience of this project, on-site training And
continuotis follow-up are absolutely essential components of this process for
severely and moderately retarded individuals. WithoUt these Components,
money and time invested in training will often be wasted:

Understanding

Most employers, were much more ready to restruoture work and modify
their demands than had been anticipated. However, many employers need help
in understanding the nature of mental retirdation and in 'coping with program

.)
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, graduates.' %Working With sever,ely mentally retarded wbrkers is a new exper- , ,

I 1 \ VIience, for Moat employers- and . there are natural anxieties and concerns,.
.

,..

Employers 'who 'hire ograw,graduetes are willing to ,extend ,thArnse19s but
thet often ne guid e. encouragement, and reinforcertient:,,' Long ,iterm

N 1 ,foiloofrup gives the' employer a'iens.e of.security in.,the'knowledge that someone :, ,,,b \
; will be,vespo ye if help is ,needed, e, cost., Of long term toltow-up\is
relatively small when .:cOrnpare4 yith the ost of retraining on a;qew jot? site. ,,

N
1

.4, Employers were MOre understanding than had been anticipatea,and this Was an .

important factor ,in the success of the program; but understanding ,the needs Nof
the employeii was equaliy important.

?vents and',Quardians

One of the most critical factors leading. to 'successful employment 'for
nientaiiy retarded adults was the -attitude of parents and guardians,-. Many

:parent§ and guardians still believe that a moderately or severely retarded adult
must be-sheltered from the "real world." Furthermore, many of these attitudes'
are reinforced by professionals who have not become aware that training
procedures havekeen developed which could lead to c9mpetitive eMployroent.
Many parents see their young adult sans or daughters as incompetent and expect
them to fail in the employment situation. Instead of 'offering eneouragement
bind support when difficulties are encountered, these are accepted as confirma-
tion of fneorepetency and reasons for withdrawing firm the program. Group
home oper4ors and others responsible for the residentll care for these workers
are not alwlays enthusiastic about employment opportunities for their residents.
This can be particularly true if .the hours of work are not consistent with the
normal schedule of the residential situation.

10 the Vast, the problems of training., and employers overshadowed all
others in' attempts to enable severely and moderately reOirded adults to become
employed. AS these,problems are resolved, the problems caused by attitudes of
parents and caretakers .will stand out in clearer focUs.

Alt

- Cost Factors'

The cost of training in this project was approximatelY twice, the arnount the
State of Waskiington pays per day to keep a persbn in a developmental center.
BecauSe of this, some critics have judged the% project to be impractthal and
unlikely for replication or,adoption. However, the cost of training appears high
only when comparisohs art -made on ,a per/day basis, not on cost over time.
Over a two Year period, the State of Washingtori will pay approximately ii5,91).0
-to keep a mentally retarded tiftult in a delielopmental center and continue
payinethat into the forseeabIe ture. , It costs a little more than that over the'
same tWo year pegiad to proiride, the training necessary to remoVe a person from'
the sheltered setting and into self-supporting competitive employment. The
State of. Washington is saving over $85,000 this year alone in fees-for-servièes
not required because 35 persons' trained through this prstjeet are *working in
competitive employment rather than sheltered settings. This amount increases 11).

as savings compound year after year.
Furthermore, a comparison of training costs with the Cost of long term

day 4eartiomiy not be the' mbst appropriate comparison to make., it might be
more appropriate to compare the cost of this training program with the cost of
other traininK programs such as secondary special education programs for

. nientally retarded youth or postsecondary vocational training programs for non-
handicapped adults. Such comparisons wou4d bring a better perspective to the-

, cost situation:
1
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0 Disincentives' . ,, There 'are dissincentives built into the welfare system which make it difficult to
encourage the development oc vocational :education programs for mentally

,.s . retarded adults. An individual earning a minimum wage will earn film $600-to
':' . $.700 per Month or 87200 to $8,400 per year. A mentally retarded person living

rns a group 'Koine can draw benefits -of at leadt>thil much, if not more, from
S*al Secukty sqoilityjnsurance (SSDI), Supplemental ?ecurity Income (Mt
hind 'Title XX progra*.

Although . many., Inon-disabled people, particularly those without
,!11ependents,, seem to suritive with no more th et minimum wage, a mentally
..:retarded person. usually requires sotne form o supervision in his or her living

arrangement. Unlesi.the person is eligible to draw SSI or SSDI benefits, the
,

costOf such :Supervisión must be borne by the worker. The cost of living in a
group no,tne for:the retarded in the State of Washington is at l7ast $500 per
Month and usually more. .4.

rt can..be noted that,over half ofethe workers trained in this project live at
home with. theirparents. In .such sitUations, where the cost, of a residential
program Is not included in the benefits and where excessive medical costs are
'not a problem, the worker. can earn more through employment than is possible
under welfare.

Orie solution to this problem, currently under examination by the State 0%1
Washington, 'is to reduce: the cost of residential care by reducing the 'level oR
supervision' provided. Various "independent living" arrangements are being

r considered which might bring..the cost down to a level that a worker earning
minimum Scale could afford to pay.

. There 'are other disincentlfts in the syste,m which, work against the
develOpment of training programs in postsecondary edutational institutions.
For many years there has been a consensus that training for the mentally
retaraed is most-appropriately the concern of rehabilitation specialists and that
such training should take place in segregated rehabilitation fabilities. Further-
more, professional personnel in community colleges and vocational/technical
institutions are not expected to be specialists in specialleducation. University
special education programs do not provide training for persons seeking careers
in postsecondary-vocational training settings. As indicated in the introduction
of this report, there appears to be no body of' knowledge developed around the
concePt . of vocational education which can 'serve as a basis for new program
development. For all practical purposes, vocational education for the mentally
retarded leading to employment in the competitive sector is relatively new to
both the fields of special educatiOn and vocational ,education. Lactic of
knowledge, uncertainty, and a genuine 'hesitancy to step into unknown territory
are the greatest of all disincentives.

Issues far Further Consideration

A number of issues surfaced during the conduct of this project which deserve'
further considiration. Additional research will be necessary to address these
issues.
1.. It is not known to what extent the qpality of' life for mentally retarfled

individuals has been affected by becoming employedt It would be
important to study the non-work lives of retarded adults before they

. become employed and after employment.
Z. The hiOi cost of training.in'this project results from the employment of fully

qualified specialists with skills in behavior analysis and management as
t ,
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trainers. Alternate staffing patterns could !Ye explora to detererine if
costs could tie reduced.

3. An assumption has been made throughout this study that a high employee
turnover rate is a major factor in the williggness of employers to hire
severely and moderately retarded workers. Although this appears to be an
important factor, it may not be as critical as once thought. Additional
resear0 into the requirements of different industries-and the needs filled
by hiring retarded workers would be helpful.

4. A.substantial number of program graduates experienced failure in their first
jobs, and then settled down into their second positions. Jt would be
important to determine the causes for this and to.develop procedures to
minithize initial failures. -

5.' Now that' it has been demonstrated that moderately and severely retarded
individuals can be tiained for employment in the food services industry,
becomes important to determine other possible vocational opportunities.

6. A number of learner characteristics have been identified which either inhibit
or facilitate learning of skills necessary for employment. It would be
important to determine if learner characteristics which would facilitate
vocational trainIng after high school graduation could be shaped during
sevndary school attendan*.

Recommendations

A great deal has been learned by the investigators in this project which forms
the basis for, the following rectommendatiOns. These recommendations derive as
much from the involvernent in the project as from the results. As indicated
earlier, although the investigators have confidence in the outcomes of this
project and the recommendations which follow, others may prefer to consider
these as hypotheses until additional research can confirm the results.

The recommendations are grouped into two categories: (1) those ad-
dressed to parents and advocates concerned with handicapped persons and ,(2)
those addressed to educators in various settings. Finally, some additional
observations are made with reference to Federal systems as thby interact with
postsecondary education for handicapped personN.

Parents and Advocates

1. Parents and others concerned with the welfare of handicapped persons
should view postsecondary vocational education as a natural extension of
the education system and take appropriate steps to assure that programs
are available asThandicapped youngsters leave secondary schools.

2. Programs for handidapped persons at postiecondary educaticinal institutions
could be improved through parent and advocate participation ton ditizen
adviaory committees associitted with such institutions. Efforts Should be
made to identify and/or orgInize such advisory committees mid become
involved in the development of appropriate programs. A

3. Postsecondary educational systems generally receive funding through state
appropriation processes. Often, where programs have not been establish-
ed for handicapped persons, it is because requests have not been made ro
the legislature for funding of such progihms. This is often an expression
of priorities held by the postsecondary institutions. Parents and
advocates could help by working with their legislators to assure that
funding is available to initiate and operate postsecondary programs for
handicapped adults.
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Secondary Schools

Postsecondary vocational programs are, by their very nature, more
expensive than secondary educational programs. .The student to staff ratià
must be smaller because of the intensity of the training programs. For this
reason, it seems important to differentiate "prevocational" skills which can be
taught in the less expensive secondary schools from the specific job skills which
are more appropriately :taught in postsecondary settings. This project has
identified a number of specific skills which could be ttaught in the secondary
school which could dramatically reduce the 'cost of subsequent vocational
training. The following are skills which would appear approOiate for secOndary
school instruction:
1. Public transportation. The ability to take advantage of public transportation

is essential to acquiring and holding a job for moderately and .severely
retarded adults. Every trainee in the project reported herein, even those
with the lowest functioning levels, was taught to ride buses to and from
the training site and to and from work without supervision. Even though
school buses are generally available for secondary school pupils, instruc-
tion should be provided in the use of public transportation.

2. kaded of movement. Slow movement is a serious deterrent to employment
for mentally retarded adults and yet, as' has been demonstrated in this
project, increased speed of movement can be achieved through training.
It would be -helpful if secondary schools could attend to this problem
rather than .accept it 'as a characteristic of. mental retardation. Simple
positive reinforcement for increased speed of movement, tasks completed
on time, a reduction of within task decision time, etei, could make .a
significant difference in performance:

3. Social behavior. One of the most frequent deficits note(in this study iias
been the lack of skills required .for appropriate social behavior. When a
retarded person moves from a secondary school or a sheltered workshop
.into a. vocational training or work setting, he or she *often moving from
a socially permissive situation into one which requires social restraint.
This appears to be a difficult transition for a mentally retarded person.
Recognizing the difference between a social and a worlesituation and
behaving accordingly can be very important* for voclitional sueeess for a
retarded worker. Appropriate social greeting is a particular example of a
skill which the schools could address. Shaking hands is an appropriate ./
form of greeting when introductions are made but it is not necessarily
appropriate under many other circuMstanceS.

4. Responsiveness to instructions. Mentally retarded students need to learn,
appropriate attending behaviors while reeeiving instructions. They need
to learn the appropriate behavioral responses to make after they receive
instructions to assure the stipervisor..that they understand. These are
learned behaviori which could be taught in the secondary schools.

5. Time managemerst. Although not all mentally ret,tirded students can learn to
tell time, most can learn time management. They can also learn the
importance of doing things, "by the clock." They can learn that starting a
task on time is important and that continuing the tasks until the clock
tells them to stop Is also important. A "match to sample" process using
clock faces can help in this regard. Again,.,these Bre skills which can be
taught in the secondary schools.

S. Non-productive behaviors. There are a variety of non-productive behaviors
which the schools might attend to which are important for pestsecondary
training and employment. These include tongue extrusion, extraneous
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4.
-motions, aggressive and hostile behaviors, failure to make eye-contact,
and over-friendliness with strangers. Although some of these are difficult
to correct in any situation, systematic attention by th,e schools could be
helpful.

7. Specific skill training. Public school personnel _should recognize that even
the most retarded student has the potential fot employment. Educational'
programs should identify specific skills, such as those listed above, which
employers and postsecondary trainers require and direct training programs
toward the development of such skills. The generalized concepts of
"living and social skill training" and "prevocatidnal" training should give
way to very specific objectives whieh are ,essential for employment.
Independent living skills are important but should not be the exclusive
focus of secondary education programs.

Postsecondary Institutions

It can be anticipated that postsecondary vocational educational institu-
tions will play an important role in preparing handicapped persons for employ-

-tnent, during the 1980s. Handicapped children, now progressing through the
schools under expensive 94-142 pig:grams, will be graduating and moving into
adulthood.. Parents of these children will not be satisfied with placement into
sheltered workshops. The taxpayers who paid bills for 18 to 21 years of
education should not 'tolerate these expenses if they lead to little more than a
lifetime of welfare. The postsecondary vocational education systems offer the
best opportunity for moving handicapped children into the world of work. The
following recommendations are designe1 to assist the postsecondary facilities in
meeting this challenge.
1. Role differentiation. There should be a clear distinction between the roles

of secondary schools, rehabilitation facilities, and postseeondary institu-
tions with reference to moderately and severely retarded individuals. The
secondary schools could concentrate on specific pre-vocational skills.
Postsecondary institutions could concentrate on specific job skills re-
quired for employment. Both could include instruction in social skills
required for independent and semi-independent living. Rehabilitation
facilities for the mentally retarded could provide both treining and
employment for those individuals with very severe learning and social
problems for whom specific skill trsining might not be immediately
appropriate. At the present time, postsecondary institut1on8 offer a wide
variety of programs which appear to cut" across the responsibilities of the
other agencies (see Appendix A for examples of communitir college
objectives for the expenditure of Feder-id` vocationAl funds setiside for
the handicapped"!

2: Selective admissions. Not all mentally retarded youth will have an
.opportunity to attend a postsecondary educational program, just as not all
npn-handicapped youth progress. to postsecondary training.. The post-
secondary facilities should be selective and choose for admission individu-
als with reasonable chances to succeed in vocational training programs.
There is a tendency in some states to provide "prevocational" training to
groups of retarded individuals rather than.to select individuals for specific
Job training opportunities.

3. Individualized vOcational traininig plans. It is expected that handicapped
individuals will benefit from individualized planning at the postsecondary
level. Mentally retarded students enrolled in postsecondary educational
settings should have specific vocational goals with programs designed to
meet those goals.
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4. On-eampus programs: The concept of "least restfictive environment"
applies to postsecondary education as much or 'more than to elementary
and secondary schools. Community colleges and vocational/technical
institute programs for handicapped Students should operate on the
campuses of the institutions offering the programs. Furthermore, the
students should be fully enrolled, tuition paying students with full
-opportunities to participate in extra-curricular activities. The current
practices in some states of sending instructors to segregated settings
'should be discouraged.

5. Funding. The development and operatiOn of specific skill training programs
for mentally retarded adults can* be expensive. It would be advisable for
postsecondary institutions to begin now to include required funding in
their budget requests. This could help head off serious funding problems
in the years to come as parents and advocates become more familiar with
the opportunities available for postseéondary tritining and begin to
demand services. In some states, funding might be available from
vocational rehabilitation and developmental disabilities agencies to help
with start-up costs but these funds should not be relied upon Tor the
operation of ongoing postsecondary vocational educational programs.

.6. Pilot programs. States with limited expertise in providing adult education
for moderately and severely retarded individuals mightbe wise to develop
a limited number of pilot Programs as soon as possible. This would
provide a valuable bapk of experience to draw'tipon in developing
additional programs as well as provide _a better basis for attracting
appropriations from state legislators.

7. Special education assistance. Many postsecondary educational facilities will
not have special education personnel on their .faculties. Training pro-
grams in speeial education have not often prepared personnel to work with'
adults, resulting in a severe shortage in this area. However, special
education faculty in ,university teacher training programs in secondary
schools can provide valuable assistance to postsecondary institutions
desiring to initiate programs for handicapped adults. Postsecondary
educational institutions might consider the establishment of relationships
with such personine1 relative to the development of postsecondary voca-
tional training programs for handicapped youth. -

Observations relating to Federal Systems

The Department of Education and the Department of Labor both have an
interest in improving' employment opportunities for handicapped adults. -The
role of the Department of Labor With reference to postsecondary educational
opportunities for handicapped youth is not yet clear. It remains to tie seen
whether or riot this agency will beeome involved in formal educational
programs. However, the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped and the
Rehabilitation Services Administratton bOth have direct responsibilities in this
area. Furthermore, the Congress plays an ixtrembly important rola in the
dev.elopment of Federal legislation affecting vocational education opportunities
for handicapped adults. The following are observations about the interaction of
the Federal systems and the development of vocational training opportunities
for handicapped adults.
1. Rehabilitation ant special education. As indicated earlier, both rehabilita-

Hon and special education are important to handicapped adults. The
classical distinction between these based 'on age of employability is no
longer usefuL The Rehabilitation Services Administrlation now has

r.
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authority to develop programs across the full age range, including
preschool while the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped has clear

. but somewhat ,liznited authority for postseeondary education. It will be
necessary at some point to better define the functions and responsibilities
of these two agencies.

2. Research. There is a very imited body of knowledge with reference to
TiCialconaleducation for h dicapped adults in postsecondary educational

institutions. There is a se ious need for research in this area. If the l980s
are to see dramatic advan es it will be necessary for one or more of the
various Federal agencisto designate adult education as a priority area
for research and development..

3. Technickl_ assistance 'programs. Since the number of professional educators
experiOced in the provision of vocational education to handicapped adults
is limited, the expertise of these individuals might be used more effi-
ciently through the mechanism of technicAl assistance. This could be
accomplished thrOugh the development of new technical assistance pro-
grams or the expansion or redirection of existing programs.

4.* Professional personnel training. Both the Bureau of Education for the
Handicappeq and the Rehabilitation Services Administration provide funds
for the supOort of professional training progiams. However, neither of
these focus funds toward the training Of professional personnel to work in
postsecondary educational institutions. In fact, it is not clear that either
agency has the legislative authority to dO so. Nevertheless, there is a
desperate need for personnel trained to work with handicapped adults in
postsecondary educational settings. There is a particularly immediate
need to provide summer workshops and\ other short term in-service

-training programs for personnel currently *aged in providing serviees to
handicapped adults in postsecondary settings.

5. A national conference. The Bureau of Education for die Ha tipped, the
Bureau of Adult and Vocational Education,- and the Rehabili on Services
Administration might consider jointly sponsoring a natiojjal conference on
postsecondary vocatiotTl education for handicapped dults. This would
bring together the moat current knowledge and allow for the development
of a set of guidelines and/op standards which might be helpful in the
development of this new area of services .to handicapped adults. such a
conference m,ight alsO be helpful in the development of national goals
relative to training and employment of handicapped adults.

6. Federal legislation. The possible emergence of postsecondary education for
kiandicapped adults as a national priority 'requires that Congress examine

°- carefully the various individual Acts which relate to this area. Possibil-
ities for adult education exist in various Federal Acts but since this has
not been a priority area little attention has been paid to these various bits
and pieces. It might be helpful if the appropriate committees of Congress
would examine 4e various laws impacting upon postsecondary education
in order to facil ate the development of improved programs.

7. Disincentives. The roblem of aisincentiv s to employment embolted within
the welfare system is very serious indee4. Unless Congress can find a way'
to qualify handicapped persons for ial welpare services while fully
eMployed, very little., will come froth1 even the best of postsecondary
vocational educational programs. Legislation is needed which would allow
the welfare system to pay ttie excess costs of living which some
handicapped adults, enCounter. This could be done by calculating the
percent of income normally required for. housing, medical care, etc. at
various income levels and then providing direct grants to handicapped
persons when costs exceed the normal range.



Conclusions

The'results of this project suggest that most mentally rede persons could be
employed in competitive situations if they were given appropriate vocational
training. 4.

,

It should become possible for mentally retarded youngsters to acquire
basic skills in the secondary schools, and then transfer to vocational training
programs in postsecondary educational settings. Experiences in these settings
should lead directly into competitive employment.

During the past two decades, therehas been a clear recognition that
residential institutiore for mentally retarded persons are detrimental to devel-
opment and to normal adult relationships and interactions. It is hoped that this
study will further the recognition that it is not the presence of beds whieh make
these institutions so detrimental but the lack of opportunity tdc-tearn from role
models, from effective instructional programs, and from experiences gained
through interaction with the community. Day programs which segregate
retarded individuals from the community, which fail to provide optimal learning
opportunities, and which perpetuate the classic myths of mental retardation are
institutions in the fullest sense and should be considered as such.

The hope for mentally retarded adults is through effective education and\.
ttaining. It is ttpremise of this report that this training can and,should be
provided in theTegretsettings; on the same eampuses which provide training to
non-retarded persons: It will only be through participation in the normal
institutions of society that mentally retarded persons can truly be free from the
special institutions which have been so costly to society and so detrimental to
those they were designed to serve.
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. APPENDIX A

Community College Objectives for Expenditures of
Federal Vocational Education Funds Earmarked

for Handicapped Students, 1978-1979

Compiled by

James W. Moss, Ph.D.
Child Development and Mental Retardation Center

University of Washington's,
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Peninsula Co 115e

To provide five hours per day (25 hours per week) for four
quarters in developmental work skills and basic communi-
cative and computative skills to help. prepare 15 to 20
mentally handicapped referred by Division of Vocational
Rehabilitation for w`ork in sheltered workshops. $4,000/

Federal Share

To provide for special continuing education for daises for
10 to 15 4andicapped inclividuals for 3 quarters, a total of
four chisses.

To purchase instructiona\ ids to assist the handicapped in
their instructional programs.

.
. . .

To develop individual vocational goal programs for ten
handicapped stUdents enrolled in Education 09 at the
Diversified Industries Adult Developmental Center. Per-
formance objectives will be defined.

To improVe inservice development of instructors in handi-
capped programs by assisting, with the cost of attending
special workshops and seminars.

Grays Harbor College

o provide a program of basic education to develop-
mentally disabled adults enrolled in a local sheltered

tiop and to provide guidance and counseling for
stu t participants (tpproximately 30 students).

To rnprove a physical facilities of ttie heavy equipment
maintinance training center to accommodate handicapped
students, a bathroom will be remodeled to meet city and
state requirements for the handicapped.

1,000

1,000

1,000

387

4,000

1,939

To improve instrudtion of physically. handicapped voca-
tional students a one handed typewriter will be purchased. 405

To extend the guidance and counseling of handicapped
students enrolled in the local sheltered workshop, a
counselor will be provided for three months. Over 40
students will be counseled. 1,863



Olympic College Federal Shari

To employ a person who will be responsible for identifying
handicapped students, and coordinating services to be
provided for students having handicapping conditions. $4,000

To provide services for students having handicapping
conditions, such as tutoring, purchase of supplies and
-equipment, equipment rental, etc. 7,190

To employ a Personikwho will do counseling and provide
other support servica for handicapped students. 4,718

Skallit Valley College

To provide support services, travel or released time for
two handicapped instructors serving 47 handicapped
students at a cost of $745.

To provide 250 hours of counseling and related services to
handicapped vocational students at a cost of .$3,000.

Everett Community College

To continue "to improve special services to handicapped
vocational.students to assure their success in vocational
programs and eventual job placement through the con-
tinued employment of one full' time vocational handi-
capped student-coordinator/advisor.

To provide necessary supplies and related material for
handicapped students.

Edmonds Community College

To improve basic living skills and prevocational skills for
the 10 to 15 handicapped students at Work Opportunities, a
local sheltered workshop, by providing part-time instruc-
tion to students and support services .so students may
better succeed in full time employment and ability to liVe
on their. own.

1.

257

3,000

18,022

2,784

3,000

To improve services to between 20 to 30 handicapped
vocational students by providing specialized equipmetit so
they may better succeed in vocational programs. 3,340

To improve services to the vocationally handicapped
students by purchasing tapes, books and other needed
supplies to serve between 20 and 30 vocationally handi-
capped students.
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Federal Share

To improve vecational handicapped students' success in
vocational prstgrams by providing tutorial servides for 6 to

handicapped students; students nedding special services
will be referred by the college's handicapped coordinator. 1,960

To extend trie communication skills of parents of hearing
impaired children and a para-professional working with
hearing impaired children by offering one 3 credit course
during .the spring quarter in sign language to serve be-
tween 15 and 20 parents and pant-professionals.

TO extend communication skills for older adults who are
handicapped by hearing loss by providing instruction in
communication skills for between 10 and 15 older adults to
better succeed as homemakers or in entering an occupa-
tional field.

To improve vocational guidance and counseling services to
40 to 45 \students, with handicaps by employing a counselor.
to serve as handicapped services coordinator. to work
directly with handicapped students at 9.2%.

To provide for vocational facMty or counselors staff
development for attendance at ivorkshops. pertaining to
the handicapped.

North Seattle Community College -

To provide special services to students having handicap-
ping conditions, federal vocational act funds will be used
to partially pay the salary of (name deleted), watch-
making instructor. 'Ails portion of his salary relates to
special activities performed just for handicapped
students, special tutorial services, adjustment to
counseling for handicapped students, etc. FlWactivities in
this program will serve a minimum 'of eight individuals
having handicapping conctions.

To provide support ser4ices for handicapped students
enrolled in voeational pAograms, federal vocational act
funds pill be used to partially suppOrt the salaries of
individuals employed in tip office of Special Services and,
Minority Affairs. A minimum of 50 handicapped students
will be served during the 19/8-79 year.

N..

- 760.

760

2,140

506

8,532



c,

TO proyide special support services for handicapped
students enrolled in vocational programs. Federal voca-
tional act funds will_be uged to partially pay the salary of
one canselor who, specializes in handicapped personal
adjustment counseling. A minirhurn of 25 handicapped'
students will be serviced'during the 1978-79 year.

Seattle Central Community College

To provide for vocational guidance and cOunseling
handicapped students by supporting a staff member in the
interpreter training program. .

.

1,430

61

Federal Share

$6,083

To provide .speech and hearing services for all student's
enrolled ih the program for the deaf and the program for
the mildly handicapped by supporting a speech pathologist
during the fall quarter.

-1 to provide vocational guidance and counseling for handi-
capped students by sapporting a staff . person in 'the
program for the blind.

To provide vocational guidance and counadling for handi-
capped students by supporting a staff mener in the. .

program for disabled students.

To piovide.anstruction in sign language and related skills
to professionals working with 'deaf students. Approxi-
mately 40 classes in the interpreter training program will

. "be offered fall, winter and spring quarters.

To provide specialized services to students having handi-
capping conditions by supporting two staff members in the
interpreter training program.

To provide 'Braille courses to students by supporting\
i4tstructional staff at a cost of:.

South Seattle Community College

31i 733

1,632

272

16,273

9,745

5,667

To. provide 'facility modification (504 requirements)
relating to handicapped students. 3,015

To extend arid improve the quality and availability of the
motor vehicle mainteruince program for 18 to 20 handieap-
ped students with training disabilities 'through salary sup-
port plus fringe benefits for an instructor to .ov.ercorne,
these handicaps.

47
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Federal Share

To extend ahd iffiprove the quality and availability of the
hospitality program for five disadvantaged students
through salary support plus fringe benefits for two
instructors. 4,950

To extend and imprve theltquality and availability of
vocational education for 28 to 35.1anguage disabled.handi-
capped students in the learning assessment center through
salary support plus fringe Oenefits for four instructors. 3,615

Silre,tine 'Community College

'TO Maintain quality in existing classes (26) for the de-
, velopmentally disabled during 1978-79. 6,600

c6c?;.*

To provide a Class for 8 to 15 deaf students during 1978-79. 781

To, provide a class for from 6 to 12_ blind students during
1978-79. ' 781

..fra maintain tranwortation tb and from campus for the 15
to .2.6 developmentally diiabled students each week.

.Toextend counseling services ,to from 5 to 16 physically
handicapPed students enrolled in vocational preparatory
progra .

Bellevue dorn munity Cale&

To provide classes in a sheltered workshop environment
for. 40 prevocational students in summer and fall quarters
by providing, salar/ for instructor.

To, expand and improve specialized services for from 40 to
- 60'handicapped students in the parent education and early
,ichildhood education programs by supporting instructors'

salaries and travel.

To provide note taking services and readers for 15 blind
prevocatiOnal students.

To provide for a three-fourths position for a coordinator
of the handicapped to cotinsel, develop programs, to assist
in implementing 504 regulations.

400

7,455

1,743

100

6,430

To provide vocational guidance and counseling services tri,
85 handicapped to .counsel, develop programs, to assist
implementing 504 regulations. 2,033

t.

4



TO increase the guidance services to approximately 30
prevocational handicapped studertts through the provision
'of staff salaries.

.

High line Community College

In order to provide services for students having handicap-
ping condition.s, instructional supplies and materlals will
be furnished for handicapped students requiring supple-
mental instructional techniques.

In order to provide services for students having handicap-
ping conditions, preyocational and vocational training for

,10 to 15 handicappejd parents will be established:

In order to improve vocational guidance and counseling
services for handicapped students, one half-time FTE
coordinator will be ptovided to counsel handicapped
students participating in vocational programs.

Green River Corn munity College

Federal Share

$3,845

2,990

7,900

9,000

To provide educational services for approximately 150 to-.

200 handicapped persons at South King County Activity
Cent0 from July 1978 to June 1979. To provide services
and training to approximately 125 to 175 handicapped
persons at the Industrial Skills Center. A 10,970

4
To provide%Fdueational services for approximately 150 to
200 handicapped persons at South King County Activity-

.. Centers from July 1978 to June 1979. To provide services
and training to approximately 125 to 175 handicapped
persons at the Industrial SkilLs Center. 10,970)

Fort Steilacoom Community Colleie

To provide special services for handicapped students:
Student preadmission course advising, course adoption,
coordination of vocational services, prevocational skills
development, special equipment, environmental 'barrier
studies, interagency assistance and referral, public aware-
ness of handicapped needs and in-service education -to
implement Section 504. Costs are as follows:

A. Program advisor 7,954
B. Assistant advisor 5,000
C. Individual progress center.' 9,000
D. Supplies and equipment 1,000
E. Student clerical needs 1,500

To provide special guidance 'and counseling services for
/596 more handicapped students than 1978.

146.

14.

t.

r.
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Centralia College Federal Share

To provide basic job, skills to 17 individuals at Lewis
County work opportunities (sheltered workshop) by provid-
ing one half annual FTE for adding a program in the
Morton area. $8,051

To provide Job counseling services to 10 individuals at
Lewis County work opportunities. 1,5001

0

,ripia Technical Community College

To provide an instructor/coordinator to coordinate and
teach basic living skills, occupational orientation, and
prevocational education to individuals handicapped due to
physical and mental conditions. (?)

Lower Columbia College

TO provide special classes to on-campus handicapped
vocational,students so that at least 15 students may. enroll
and effectively complete current vocational programs: 9,122

c.

To provide special instructional assistance for 5 to 10
handicapped students current nrolled in vocational pro-
grams so that they can contin 2,136

Clark Community College

To provide excess cost for program analysis and develop-
ment for handicapped. $2,449

410 Excess cost to provide cooperative work experience to 6
to 10 handlcapped. 2,476

To provide l'Or cost of specialist vocational counselor to
serve 24 to 35 handicapped students. 15,041

Wenatchee Valley College/

To mkkintain a program of teaching survival skills su as
cooking, money management, driving and consumer du-
cation for 80 to 100 handicapped persons in the college
district. Certification of the availability of local and
state matching funds is attached.

Yakima Vallei College.

To develop and hold educational training workshop for
handicappell students. 30 to 50 persons will be served.

To provide developmental education at Yakima Good Will
kon a part day basis for 10 to 12 handicipped students.

50

58

10,237

1,264

3,000



Federal Share

To provide at Yakima Adult.Education Center, home skills
training for 5 to 7 handicapped students. $4,000

To provide at Yakima Adult Education Center, clerical
skill training for 8 to 10 handicapped adults. 7,000

To provide at EllenSberg Adult EducatioiCenter, clerical
skill training for 2 to .3 handicapped students. 2,391

To provide at Sunnyside Adult Edudation Center, clerical
training for 4 to 6 handicapped students: 3,000

Spokane Community College and Spokane Falls Community College

To provide instructional services to clients at Lakeland
Village. 26,158

. To provide services for the physically disabled student at
Spokane Falls Community College. 757

To provide facilities for EMR students at Jessie Webb in
Colville. 14,400

To provide instructional services 'for 60 EMR students at
Field school. 46,770

Counseling for handicapped students. 37,795

Big Bend Community College

To maintain current level of specialized clinic instruction
for 16 handicapped students. Note: Handicapped condi-
tion will be determined be/ physical problems that hinder
students' success in prografns without special assistance. 800

To extend handicapped instruction programs by initiating
prevocational education and new vocational skills class to
eleovide vocational training for handicapped students not
enrolled in regular prograrns.

Through specialited program counseling the number of
handicapped students in programs may be improved to 30
students in 1978-79.

To actively seek out and counsel with potential and
prevocational'handicapped students not in the mainstream
of education and ...to develop their vocational Qducation
interest and potential and to initiate a vocational orienta-
tion class if feasible.

51 59

3,219

1,005

550



411.

Consultive service to faculty relative Ito handicapped
training.

Columbia Basin Collep;

To maintain the support of the sheltered, workshop at the
Cerebral Palsied Center .serving approximately, 70 handi-
capped students perquarter at a salary cost of:

To develop and implement a program to conduct a census
of handicapped students, identifying their particular
needs, and providinrguidance and counseling. the num-
ber of students served cannot be determined until the
census has been completed. The federal share of the cost
will be approximately:

Federal Share
fi

$ 400

10,527

5e00

To provide travel funds for personnel attending handicap-,
ped workshops at a cost of: 150

Walla WallkCoMmunity College

Vocational training for.8 to 12 handicapped students. 1,000

To provide vocational guidance and todnseling for handi-
cappedv students as a result of operating a vocational
assessment lab. ApprOximately 20 to 30 students will be
served. -; 12,314

Whatcom Community College

To provide group instruction to developmentally disabled
individuals through local sheltered workshop agreements
in life and home skills. Twenty to twenty-five students
will be served for three quarters. Money will be used to
pay faculty salaries and fringe benefits. 7,726 /

Tacoma Corn munity College

Coordinator for handicapped center at three-fifths time
and one clerical assistant to the handicapped center, cost
plus benefits, total:

5260

14,981


